Atomic position parameters. The final coordinates, equivalent displacement parameters and Fourier amplitudes of the displacive modulation function for Sr2Pt7.285As. The waves are sorted by the term s for sines, c for cosines and order n. 
Table S3
The ADP harmonic parameters of atoms in Sr2Pt7.285As. (14) Pt3-Pt4 2.8818 (7) 2.8798 (7) 2.8838 (7) Pt3-Pt4(vi) 2.8945 (7) 2.8929 (7) 2.8961 (7) Pt3-Pt5 2.599 (4) Pt4-Pt5(x) 2.619(6) 2.571 (7) 2.650 (7) Pt4-Pt5(vii) 2.576(6) 2.539 (7) 2.601(7)
(xvi) -x+1/2, -y+2, z+2 
